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2011-2012


Abdy, R., ‘Tetrarchy and the house of Constantine’ in (W. Metcalf ed.) The Oxford Handbook of Greek and Roman Coinage, pp.584-600, (+appendix, 663-5), New York, OUP.

Attwood, P, 2012 (editor): The New Medallists, British Art Medal Trust, London

Attwood, P., editor, and Larkin, J., editorial assistant, The Medal, 58 (Spring, 2011)


Moorhead, S and Walton, P, ‘Roman Coins recorded with the Portable Antiquities Scheme: A Summary (Britannia 42), pp. 332-7


McIntosh, F and Moorhead, S, ‘Roman quadrantes found in Britain, in light of recent discoveries recorded with the Portable Antiquities Scheme’, British Numismatic Journal 81 (2011), pp. 223-9

Williams, G, 'Viking hoards of the Norse North West' (with D. Boughton and B. Ager), *Current Archaeology* 264, 2012, 26-31

---

**2012 – 2013**


Abdy, R., ‘Monuments Myth and Small Change in Buthrotum (Butrint) During the Early Empire’ in (F. López-Sánchez ed.) *The City and the Coin in the Ancient and Medieval Worlds* (BAR int. ser. 2402, Archaeopress Oxford), pp.91-101


Attwood, P. (ed.) and Larkin, J. (ed. asst.), *The Medal*, 60


Abdy, R. ‘Butrint, the coins from the modern excavations in the forum’ in KERMA III (Athens, 2013), pp.463-472.


Attwood, P (editor) and Larkin, J (editorial assistant), 2013: The Medal, 62

Attwood, P. (ed.) and Larkin, J. (ed. asst.), The Medal, 63


Duncan Pirrie, Gavyn K. Rollinson, Jens C. Andersen, Danielle Wootton, Sam Moorhead, ‘Soil forensics as a tool to test reported artefact find sites’, Journal of Archaeological Science 41 (2014) 461-473

Moorhead, S, and Hembrey, N, Silbury Hill, Wiltshire – Roman Coins from the Silbury Region (English Heritage Research Department Report Series, no. 102-2011)


Moorhead, S and Walton, P. ‘Coinage at the end of Roman Britain’ in F. K. Haarer, R. Collins, K. Fitzpatrick-Matthews, S. Moorhead, D. Petts and P. Walton (eds.) AD 410: The History and Archaeology of Late and Post-Roman Britain (Society for the Promotion of Roman Studies), 99-116


2014-2015


Attwood, P. (editor), Larkin, J. (editorial assistant): The Medal, 64.


Bracey, R ‘Museum Displays of South and Central Asian Coins’
https://www.academia.edu/8516824/Citi_Money_Gallery_Gallery_68_The_British_Museum


Cook, B. 2014: ‘This is the very coinage of your brain’: Shakespeare and money revisited, British Numismatic Journal, 84: 140-164.


Hockenhull, T. 2014: ‘Mediocre essays in medallic vituperation’: German First World War medals and the British Museum’, The Medal, 64, 16-31


Moorhead, S, ‘A survey of Roman coin finds from Hertfordshire’ [with Appendices I and II], in K. Lockyear (eds.), Archaeology in Hertfordshire - Recent Research (Hertfordshire Publications), pp. 135-164 & 335-350


Williams, G 2014: The Viking Ship British Museum Press London

2015-2016


Abdy, R., 2015: ‘From page to coin; origins and development of Christian designs on Roman coinage’ in Historia Mundi: Le Medaglie e le Monete Raccontano la Storia, l’Arte, la Cultura dell’Uomo (Vatican, 2016), pp.164-87.

Attwood, P. (editor) and Larkin, J. (editorial assistant): The Medal, 67.

Attwood, P. (editor) and Larkin, J. (editorial assistant), 2015: The Medal, 66.


Walton, P and Moorhead, S ‘Coinage and Collapse? The contribution of numismatic data to understanding the end of Roman Britain’, in J. Gerrard (ed.), Romano-British Pottery in the Fifth Century (Internet Archaeology 41) http://intarch.ac.uk/journal/issue41/index.html

Abdy, R., ‘From page to coin: origins and development of Christian designs on Roman coinage’ in 
HISTORIA MUNDI: Le Medaglie e le Monete Raccontano la Storia, l'Arte, la Cultura dell'Uomo (Vatican, 2016), pp.164-87.


Attwood, P. (editor) and Larkin, J. (editorial assistant): The Medal, 68.

Attwood, P. (editor) and Larkin, J. (editorial assistant): The Medal, 69.


Calomino, D., 2016: Diva Paulina in Rome and in the East, Revue numismatique 173: 283-382.


Hamad M.Bin Saray & Curtis, V.S., 2016 (received Jan. 2017), Hoard of Sasanian Coins from Fujairah, United Arab Emirates.


Hockenhull, T, 2016: ‘Stamped all over the King’s Head: Defaced Coins and Women’s Suffrage’, British Numismatic Journal, 86: 238-245.


Hockenhull, T., 2016: ‘Stamped all over the King’s Head: Defaced Coins and Women’s Suffrage’, British Numismatic Journal, 86: 238-245


2017-2018


Attwood, P (editor) and Larkin, J (editorial assistant), 2017: The Medal, 70.

Attwood, P (editor) and Larkin, J (editorial assistant), 2017: The Medal, 71.


Bracey, R. The Date of Kanishka since 1960 (Indian Historical Review, 2017, 44(1), 1-41)


Cook, B.J. 2017: ‘Like Philip and Mary on a shilling’: the literary legacy of a Tudor coin, Numismatic Chronicle 177, 399-411.

Curtis, V.S. 2017: Kingship and Religion in Ancient Persia, The K R Cama Institute, Mumbai


Curtis, V.S. The lions on coins of Iran, in Parviz Tanavoli and the Lions of Iran, Tehran 2017: 224-233 (English), 212-229 (Persian).

Dowler, A. 2017: Money from the Bank, British Museum Magazine 88: 52-53

Dowler, A. 2017: Coins from the British Salonika Force expedition, in eds. A Shapland and E Stefani Archaeology Behind the Battle Lines: The Macedonian Campaign (1915-1919) and its Legacy, British School at Athens - Modern Greek and Byzantine Studies IV; Routledge: 104-120.


